New From Nova Scotia

I've added two updates on the website - one features great new specimens from Nova Scotia's Bay of Fundy, and the other is a new post/article to give a better sense of the localities and adventures behind the beautiful specimens from the Bay of Fundy.

New Specimens
The specimens in the new Nova Scotia Update (click here) are from the classic Bay of Fundy localities highlighted in the new post/article: Wasson’s Bluff, Amethyst Cove and Cape D’Or. This update includes excellent analcime crystals and chabazite crystals, beautiful balls and sprays of natrolite crystals, delicate crystallized copper along with some
other great specimens.

This is the first of two Bay of Fundy specimen updates. Next week’s update will feature specimens from different localities: the islands (including the gmelinite localities) and Cape Split.

**New Article**

A new post/article is on the website: [Mineral Collecting in Nova Scotia - The Bay of Fundy (click here)](http://www.mcdougallminerals.com/blog/nova-scotia-mineral-collecting-bay-of-fundy/). This area includes some of Canada’s oldest classic localities, and excellent specimens are still periodically recovered here. And behind those specimens... well, that's what this article is about.

Hope you enjoy them!

My usual reminder - prices on the website are in Canadian dollars, which trade at a good discount these days, if you are thinking in (or used to browsing online minerals in) US dollar terms.

For all new specimens at McDougall Minerals, see [New Specimens](http://www.mcdougallminerals.com/New-Specimens.html).
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